Personal and Social Ethics
___ EV09021 Ashish Varma – Sin, Grace, and Virtue in Calvin: A Matrix for Dogmatic Consideration
___ EV09022 Steven Boey – Aslan Tamed? C. S. Lewis’s Social Vision and the Spirit of the Age
___ EV09023 Jason Maston – The Necessity of the Spirit to Live Righteously (Romans 7:7-8:13)
___ EV09024 Jason Poling – Unequally Yoked: Paul’s Eths of (Economic) Complementarism

Baptist Studies
Open Session
Moderator: Michael Haykin
___ EV09025 Jason K. Lee – General Baptist Origins: John Smyth and the Spiritual Life, ca. 1609
___ EV09026 Tom Nettles – The Particular Baptist Defense of Beginning Anew
___ EV09027 Paige Patterson – Genetics versus Historiography: A Case for the Connection of Continental Anabaptism and Contemporary Baptists
___ EV09028 Lloyd Harchs – Response to Papers

Wesleyan Studies
Study Group
Moderator: Daryl E. McCarthy
___ EV09029 Chris Bounds – How the Church Fathers Influenced and Shaped the Early Wesleyan Views and Use of Scripture
___ EV09030 Charles White – Reading John Wesley Backwards: A Response to “Reading the Bible in Wesleyan Ways”
___ EV09031 Mark Weeter – John Wesley vs. John Calvin: Is there a Wesleyan Hermeneutic?

Hermeneutics
Open Session
___ EV09033 Kelly Stewart – Walking a Tightrope: Situatedness versus Objectivity
___ EV09035 Mark Bouldow – The Trinitarian Character of Theological Interpretation of Scripture
___ EV09036 L. Timothy Swinson – The Old Testament in the Pastoral Epistles: More Thoughts on Authorship

Biblical Theology
Open Session
___ EV09037 Liel Caesar – Of Deity and Brutality: A Survey of Religions
___ EV09038 Won-Sook Jung – The Ethical and Theological Dimension of the Servant’s Knowledge in Isaiah 53:11
___ EV09039 John Romming – Why the (T)NH Should not be the Standard English Version: A Defense of the Literal Bible Translation Method
___ EV09040 Kevin Chen – Psalm 90 as a Prayer for “Eternal Life”

Biblical Theology of the New Testament
Open Session
Moderator: Andreas Köstenberger
___ EV09042 Mark A. Ellis – The Spiritual Death of the Justified
___ EV09043 Andrew Hasler – Justification and the Individual in Light of the New Perspective on Paul

Counseling, Psychology, and Pastoral Care
Section
THEME: Frontiers in Pastoral Care: Applied Christian Ethics
___ EV09044 Stephen P. Gregg – Beyond Bioethics 101: Where Theology Gets Personal and Practical
___ EV09045 James Reitman – Pursuing the Image: Dei: Wise Advocacy amid Disillusionism in Job and Ecclesiastes
___ EV09046 Stephen Berger – Trekking toward the Trivial: A System Analysis of Care Groups in the Local Church
___ EV09046A Richard Franklin – The Image of God: Defining Self-Concept for Authentic Leadership

Spiritual Formation/Sanctification
Open Session
Moderator: Steve Porter
___ EV09048ab John Coo – Spiritual Theology: Bridging the Sanctification Gap for the Sake of the Church (2 CDs - $14)

Creation
Consultation
Moderator: John Bloom
___ EV09051 William Barrick – Noah’s Flood: A Globally Geologically Catastrophic Event
___ EV09052 Todd Beall – The Biblical Flood Account in Light of its Ancient Near Eastern Context and Other Pagan Flood Stories
___ EV09053 Paul Seely – Noah’s Flood: Localized in the Mesopotamian Valley
___ EV09054 Mod. Todd Beall – Panel and Audience Discussion

Pentateuch
Section
Moderator: Joe Sprinkle
___ EV09055 Andrew Sargent – Wind and Water in Genesis 8:1-3: A Commonly Overlooked ‘Chaoskampf’ Image
___ EV09056 Alan Kam-Yau Chan – One More Structuring on the Book of Numbers: A Canonical Approach
___ EV09057 James Todd – Deuteronomy 1:19-46: Kadesh-Barnea as the Apex of Israel’s Rebellion

Old Testament Studies
Open Session
Moderator: Tiberius Rata
___ EV09059 Patrick Nullums – False Personalism as a Lens to Read The Ten Commandments
___ EV09061 Brian Gauth – The Fragments of Canticles from Qumran: Implications for the Interpretation of the Song of Songs

Israelite Religion
Consultation
Moderator: Michael S. Heiser
___ EV09063 Roy Gane – The Unifying Logic of Israelite Purification Offerings within Their Ancient Near Eastern Contexts
___ EV09064 John Walton – Demons in the Ancient Near East, Israel, and the Bible
___ EV09065 Ronn Johnson – Variations on the Shema: How Multiple Yahwisms Played a Positive Role in Israelite Religion

Studies in Theology
Section
___ EV09067 Francis W. Momseth – The Doctrine of Sanctification as Portrayed in Philip Jacob Spener’s ‘Pia Desideria’
___ EV09068 Jonathan Morgan – The Vision of the Glory of God in 3 Baruch
___ EV09069 Justin Stratis – God’s Actuality and the Whence of Divine Love
___ EV09070 Christoph K. Karl Barth’s ‘Radical Correction’ of the Reformed Orthodox Doctrine of Divine Providence

Studies in Theology
Section
___ EV09071 Adam Johnson – The Atoning Perfections: Relating the Divine Attributes and the Doctrine of Reconciliation in the Theology of Karl Barth
___ EV09072 Joel Heflin – Sin, the Menance to Certainty in Herman Bavinck’s Reformed Dogmatics
___ EV09073 Philip Congdon – John Piper’s Diminished Doctrine of Justification and Assurance
___ EV09074 Ronal Rothenberg – A Virtue-Ethical View of Sanctification: Jesus’ Role as Teacher, Example, and Priest

___ EV0164 David W. Pao – Ecclesiastical Structure or Social Ethics: Acts 6 and the Exegetical Banquet

___ EV0165 A Jonathan Marshall – Jesus, Patrons, and Benefactors

Isaelite Religious Consultation
Moderator: Michael S. Heiser
___ EV0166 Michael S. Heiser – Decision Making in Yahweh’s Heavenly Council: A Contribution to the Open Theism Debate

___ EV0167 John D. Barry – The Servant the Branch, Joshua the High Priest and Yahweh’s Council

___ EV0168 Rick Hess – Personal and Social Ethics among the Canaanites

Pentateuch Section
Moderator: Joe Sprinkle
__ EV0170 Peter Link, Jr. – Expectations and Requirements of the Coming King: An Effective History of Genesis 49:1-2, 10

__ EV0171 A. Rahel Schäfer – Rest for the Animals? The Ethics of Non-Human Sabbath

__ EV0172 Thomas Egger – Narrative Interplay between Divine Justice and Human Ethics: Transfigurational Retribution in Exodus 20:8 as a Case Study

__ EV0173 Max Rogland – The Shema and the Commandment: An Integrated Reading of Deuteronomy 6

Science and Christian Faith
___ EV0175 Gregory Trickett – Scientific Antirealism and Intelligent Design

___ EV0177 Aab Ken Wolgemuth, Gregory Davidson, Greg Bennett – Theologians Need to Hear from Christian Geologists about Noah’s Flood

(2 CDs - $14)

Old Testament Narrative Literature Open Session
Moderator: Michael Grissanti
__ EV0178 David Deuel – The Ethics of Agency: Royal Claim and Blame in David’s Courting Missions

__ EV0179 Bryan Chrib – A Series of Unfortunate Events: How Hezekiah’s Interrupted Death Story Hails the Exile

__ EV0180 Robert B. Chisholm, Gregory Wong – Ehud: Hero or Villain? An Ethical Assessment of an Assassin

__ EV0181 Gordon Oeste – Butchered Brothers and Betrayed Families: Degenerating Kinship Structures in the Book of Judges

Old Testament Prophets Open Session
__ EV0182 Gary E. Yates – Isaiah’s Promise of the Restoration of Zion and Its Canonical Development


__ EV0184 Steven Anderson – The Formation of the Book of Jeremiah: An Argument for One Edition

__ EV0185 Ron Hayden – The Book of Daniel and Its Canonical Variance

Open Session
__ EV0186 Benjamin L. Merkle – Did Jesus Go to Church?Exegetis in Matthew 16:18 and 18:17

__ EV0187 Robert L. Plummer – Righteousness and Peace Kiss: The Reconciliation of Authorial Intent and Biblical Typology

__ EV0188 Gaylen P. Leverett – Looking for the Least: Matthew’s Judgment of the Sheep and Goats, Matt 25:31-46

Old Testament Studies Open Session
__ EV0190 Jeremy Pittsley – The Multiple Functions of hinnih in Hebrew Narrative

__ EV0191 Tiberius Ratu – Does It Take a Village? Issues in Ezra-Nehemiah Authorship

__ EV0192 Glenn Harris – Is There a Messiah-Remnant in the Abrahamic Narrative?

__ EV0193 Luther Chotia – Davidic Covenant and Hittite Treaties: An Appraisal of Covenant Scholarship from Mendellahan to Johnstone, and Advancement

Old Testament Theology Consultation
Moderator: Paul J. Kissing
THEME: Creation and Old Testament Theology
__ EV0194 M. Daniel Carroll R. – Creation Issues and the Immigration Debate: A Different Place to Begin the National Discussion


__ EV0196 Paul J. Kissing – The Swingung Pendulum: Creation and Covenant in Old Testament Theology

__ EV0197 Daniel I. Bloch – “To serve and to keep” : A Fresh Look at Genesis 2:15 and Its Implications for an Evangelical Position on Creation Care

Pauline Studies Section
Moderator: Harry Habne
THEME: Paul and Social Ethics
__ EV0198 Frank Thielman – The Contrast between pagan Banquetting and Christian Worship in Ephesians 5:3-20

__ EV0199 Linda Belleville – Is the TNIV Soft on Sin? A Linguistic and Moralistic Analysis of ‘Male Prostitutes’ and ‘Practicing Homosexuals’ in 1 Corinthians 6:9

__ EV0200 Charles Hetzer – In the Sight of God: The Impact of Theology Proper on Ethics in 1 Timothy

__ EV0201 Verlyn Verbrugge – The Fruit of the Spirit, ‘More Excellent’ than the Gifts of the Spirit

Christology Open Session
__ EV0202 Jack Lewis – Relating Jesus’ Deity, Impuccibility, Temptation, and Priestly Role

__ EV0203 John McKinley – Some Christological Psalms as Pre-Recorded Accounts of Jesus, not David’s Experiences

__ EV0204 Armida Stephens – Jesus Christ, Wisdom of God: Exploring the Theological and Ethical Implications of Wisdom in Christology

Early Christianity in Asia Minor Study Group
Moderator: Mark Wilson
__ EV0205 Mark D. Mathews – Words Speak Louder than Actions: The Function of Imputed Speech in the Apocalypse of John

__ EV0206 David D. Mathews – Graves: The Influence of the Ancient Near Eastern Vassal Treaties on the Messages to the Seven Churches in Asia Minor and Its Implications for John’s Prophetic Office

__ EV0208 Ron Cassidy – My Kingdom Is not of This World: Reading John in Imperial Ephesus

__ EV0209 Mark Wilson – John of Ephesus: A Case of Multiple Persons Identification Disorder?

Patristics and Medieval History Section
Moderator: Paul Hartog
__ EV0210 Edward Schmider – Lessons from a Tentmaking Ascetic in the Egyptian Desert: The Case of Evagrios of Pontus Respondent: Brian Matz

__ EV0211 Bryan M. Litfin – Origen, Asceticism, and the ‘New Monasticism’ Respondent: W. Brian Steth

__ EV0212 Stephen Paradie – Ascetic and Apotheoretic Restraint: Intellectual Humility in the Thought of Gregory of Nyssa Respondent: Rex Butler

__ EV0213 David C. Alexander – The Evangelical Relevance of Augustine’s Early Call to Universal Asceticism in “On the True Religion” Respondent: Edward Schmider

Biblical Studies Open Session
Moderator: Paul R. House
__ EV0214 Kenneth Cooper – The Tabernacle of David: Its Place in Biblical History and Biblical Theology

__ EV0215 Joshua Stewart – Missio Dei: Implications of Isaiah 40-66 and Its Relation to Genesis 1-11

__ EV0216 Dennis Ingolfisdóttir – The Personal Ethics of Clemens Romanus: Did Clement of Rome Teach Salvation by Faith Plus Works?

__ EV0217 Charlie Trimm – David, the Warrior after God’s Own Heart? The Ethics of David’s International Wars according to the Narrator of 2 Samuel

Biblical Studies Open Session
THEME: Exegetical Studies
__ EV0218 Dokyan (David) Lim – Rhetoric Sensitive Sermon in the Epistle of James: Revitalizing Biblical Rhetorical Effects from James’ Protopletic Epistle

__ EV0219 Clay Jones – Christians Don’t Take Human Evil Seriously So We Don’t Understand Why We Suffer

__ EV0220 Stephen R. Lewis – The New Covenant: Enacted or Ratified?

__ EV0221 Mariam Kambell – Endurance unto Salvation: The Witness of 1 Peter and James

Biblical Theology Open Session
Moderator: Mark Dubis
THEME: Themes in Old and New Testament Biblical Theology
__ EV0222 Jason S. DeRouchie – The Pursuit of Lasting Covenant Relationship: A Summary of Deuteronomy’s Theology

__ EV0223 Matt Jenson, Joanne Jung, and Benjamin Shin – Theological Imperatives for Diversity

__ EV0224 Albin Huss, Jr. – The Voice of Isaiah in Paul’s Proclamation of Peace

__ EV0225 Michael Gower – John’s Understanding of the Curse in Revelation 22:3

American Christianity Section
Moderator: Stephen J. Nichols
THEME: Four Centuries of Theology in Black and White: American Christianituy and Race


__ EV0227 Sean Michael Lucas – Red and Yellow, Black and White: Conservative Presbyterians, Race, and Politics in the Civil Rights South

__ EV0228 Vincent E. Bacote – Erasing Race

Wesleyan Studies Study Group
Moderator: Daryl E. McCarthy
__ EV0234 Joel Scandrett – “A Peculiar Love”: Ecumenical Reflections on John Wesley’s ‘Catholic Spirit’


__ EV0236 Daryl McCarthy – American Holiness Denominations and the Inerancy of Scripture

Counseling, Psychology, and Pastoral Care Open Session
__ EV0238 Daniel Rodríguez – The Local Church as Organic Seminary: Case Studies from Three U.S. Barrios

Evangelical Philosophical Society
__ EV0240 Shawn Graves – The Epistemology of Disagreement and Christian Belief

__ EV0241 Rick Holland – The Incarnation and Temporal Sequence in Divine Life

__ EV0242 Walter Schütz – Theistic Modal Structuralism
American Christianity
Open Session
Moderator: Joseph Thomas
THEME: The Edwardean Tradition and Antislavery Reform
___ EV09510 Daniel Cooley – The Edwardeans on Slavery in the 18th Century
Proposition
___ EV09511 David Buechner – Moderating
Edwardseans: Slavery in the Early Republic
___ EV09512 Mark Draper – Albert Barnes and the Edwardean Anti-Slavery Tradition
___ EV09513 Discussion

Evangelicals and Gender
Section
Moderators: Gerry Brethren, Cynthia Long Westfall
___ EV09514 Bruce A. Ware – A Defense of the Ontological Equality and Functional Authority Submission Relations among the Three Trinitarian Persons
___ EV09515 Alan Myatt – On the Compatibility of Ontological Equality, Hierarchy, and Functional Distinctions
___ EV09516 Alan F. Johnson – Gender and Justice in the Old Testament Priesthood and Kingship
___ EV09517 Mimi Haddad – Slavery and Patriarchy: The Ontological Assumptions that First Create and then Oppress ‘the other’, and What Followers of Jesus Can Do about It

Old Testament Prophetical and Apocalyptic Books Consultation
Moderator: Paul Weger
___ EV09518 Willem A. VanGemeren – Prophecy, Accracy, and Ethics
___ EV09519 M. Daniel Carroll R. – Probing the Prophets for Social Ethics: Insights from Multiple Perspectives – the Case of Amos
___ EV09520 Brittany Kim – “Rebels Without a Cause”: The Ethics of Rebellion in the Book of Isaiah
___ EV09521 Daniel J. Block – In Search of the Decalogue in the Prophets

Open Session
___ EV09522 Harry Habne – Heavenly Lessons in Worship from the Book of Revelation
___ EV09523 Rhyme Putnam – Get Real, Professor Hick: Critiquing the ‘Cynical Realism’ of John Hick
___ EV09524 Dirk Jongkind – A 19th Century Evangelical Apology for New Testament Text Criticism
___ EV09525 Gary Manning – ‘I Am Not Elijah’: The Use and Non-use of Elijah/Elisha Material in the Gospel of John

Open Session
___ EV09526 Amy Davis – Girls 2 Women: Rites of Passage for Evangelical Women
___ EV09527 Charlie Bing – Is There Hellfire in Hebrews?
___ EV09528 J. Brian Tucker – Beyond the New Perspective on Paul and the Evangelical New Testament Scholar
___ EV09529 Justin Martin – A Literary and Hermeneutical Look at the Ending of Acts

Evangelical Philosophical Society
___ EV09532 Michael Morkve – Toward an Ethic of Religionless Christianity: The Concept’s Development through Bonhoeffer’s Life and Writings
___ EV09533 Roger Overton – Virtue and the Case for Christ: Virtue Apologetics as the Connection between Character Development and Evangelism
___ EV09534 Glenn Siniscalchi – Resurrecting Jesus and Critical Historiography: William Lane Craig and Dale Allison in Dialogue

Evangelical Philosophical Society
___ EV09535 Justin Barnard – Moral Complicity and Human Embryonic Stem Cell Use
___ EV09536 Jeffrey Korsperki – Relativity, Spacetime, and Free Will
___ EV09537 David Baggett – If God Weren’t Good
___ EV09538 Hyun-Gwang Kim – Natural Law in Sirach: Law and Creation

Near East Archaeological Society
General Session
Moderator: Gary A. Byers
___ EV09539 Rex Geisler – Reconsidering the Archaeology and Boundaries of Urartu
___ EV09540 Terry Hofheide – The Real Tell es-Sultan / Jericho in the Late Bronze Age: An Alternative Proposal
___ EV09541 Steven Collins – Locating Zoar: An Exercise in Biblical Geography
___ EV09542 John Wineland – The 2009 Excavation Season at Khirbet Maydah: An Iron Age Fortress in Moab

Open Session
___ EV09543 Brian Larson – The Shack as Literature: Its Theological Implications
___ EV09544 Scott Jones – Positive Implications from the Emerging Church Movement for Postmodern Adult Education
___ EV09545 Mark Liederbach – Who’s Afraid of the Social Gospel?
___ EV09546 JoAnna Hoyt – Repentance in the Theology of Judges

Old Testament Prophets
Open Session
___ EV09547 Paul Weger – Seams in the Book of Isaiah: Looking for Answers
___ EV09548 Thomas Finley – An Exegetical and Theological Study of Daniel 11 with Hermeneutical Implications
___ EV09549 Sang-Jin Kim – The Elijah-Elisha Miracle Narratives as a Contribution to Biblical Theology
___ EV09550 Daniel Lane – ‘The Seed of Abraham’ or the ‘Sons of Israel’: Who Inherits the Promised Land?

Synoptic Gospels
Section
Moderator: Dr. Darrell Bock
THEME: Recent Synoptics Commentaries
___ EV09551 Joel Willaims – Robert Stein’s Commentary on Mark: Response: Robert Stein
___ EV09552 – Richard France’s Commentary on Matthew: Response: Ronald V. Huggins
___ EV09553 Grant Osborne – John Nolland’s Commentary on Matthew: Response: Paul Owen
___ EV09554 John Harvey – David Turner’s Commentary on Matthew: Response: Nicholas Perrin

Evangelical Philosophical Society
___ EV09554 Jim Spiegel – Why Gay Marriage Is Unjust
___ EV09555 Steve Lemke – Agent Causation and Moral Accountability
___ EV09557 Robert Lorimer – Christian Philosophy and Methodological Naturalism

Near East Archaeological Society
General Session
Moderator: Gary A. Byers
THEME: General Session
___ EV09558 Kyung Baek – QJS21 (Messianic Apocalypse) and the Historical Jesus: Illuminating a Shared Cultural Milieu in ‘Raising the Dead’
___ EV09559 Randall Price – Report on the Noah’s Ark Search LLC Expedition to Mt. Ararat July-August 2009
___ EV09560 Rod Schon – 3 Meter Digital Elevation Models to Interpret: 3D, Color, Satellite Photography of Mt. Ararat in Search of Noah’s Ark
___ EV09561 Peter Flint – The Contribution of the Biblical Scrolls toward a New Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible as the Text to Be Translated
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